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COME WITH ME INTO THE EXHIBIT
There are 10 board members currently serving on the TTSBE board of directors. Please find more about each
director on the website. Their background and the development of their interest in the art of bonsai.
www.ttsbe.org

Secretary: Alisan Clarke
alisanclarke@yahoo.com

Abundance is the key word!

Director: Quoc Hoang
qhoang1@yahoo.com

2018 is upon us and you are an integral part of the equation!! Join the team and
see the Exhibit materialize!

Director: May Lau
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johnrichie@gvtc.com
Director: Simon Tse
simontse@gmail.com
Director: Elaine White
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Director: Jonathan Wood
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EDITOR: Donna Dobberfuhl
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www.ttsbe.org

VOLUNTEER!!

YESTERDAY, TODAY AND TOMORROW
BY ELAINE WHITE
“The Texas State Bonsai Exhibit” TTSBE, was established in 2000, and in order to meet the requirements of a 501c3 organization, a membership body was required to vote for the first directors, and also vote on
the Articles of Incorporation and Bylaws. The “Austin Bonsai Society” volunteered to be TTSBE’s de facto voting
membership as it was just too labor intensive to go outside of the immediate area. However, our dedication to
bonsai for the entire state of Texas is the primary goal. TTSBE has grown steadily over the years and anyone may
donate yearly to maintain membership, and our Board is more diverse now with members from two state bonsai
societies. We have bonsai in the collection from all over the state of Texas, and bonsai donated from most of the
bonsai societies in the state. Our aim is to preserve the bonsai of our state and regional artists, honoring their
work, and to educate the public in a living bonsai museum.

TTSBE accepts bonsai pots and other related items besides bonsai when their owners can no longer take care

of them, from estates and other individuals who move or have no facilities for bonsai care. A Donor Agreement is
signed giving TTSBE sole responsibility for the bonsai and the Donor is aware that if we accept too many of one
species for our exhibit space, for instance, the bonsai can be offered for fund raising. The donor receives a letter
for tax purposes.

How do we maintain an organization without a steady income, only relying on sporadic donations? It isn't

easy, and soon we will be placing the first structure!

In addition to donation of items, we are seeking, requesting, donations of your time -- a precious
commodity indeed!. When we publish the TTSBE newsletter we have a Donations page with a laddering of
monetary donations added to volunteer time. One hour equals 1 dollar and it does add up faster than you might
think! Volunteering your time for special projects, after a donation of $25 will automatically place you in a higher
category.

The TTSBE Building Committee is now meeting monthly with the City Parks and Recreation Department,
(PARD) planning our Bonsai Exhibit area, and Greenhouse. We are anticipating the coming year will see much
progress for the Exhibit and we need your help with your Donations and your Time!
Abundance is the key word!
2018 is upon us and you are an integral part of the equation!! Join the team and see the Exhibit
materialize!

Brandon, Quoc, Ryan, Simon, Terry & Everardo all working
hard to rebuild the show bench for the large Cedar Elm
forest donated by Paul Pipitone of Houston

VOLUNTEERS, VOLUNTEERS, CALLING ALL VOLUNTEERS!!

Brandon, Quoc, Candy, Mike & Joey carefully
moving one of our large Imperial sized
bonsai, a Ficus microcarpa donated by Paul
Pipitone of Houston, into its greenhouse
quarters for the winter.
Terry, Jimbo, Joey, Simon Sally & John work
on repotting a large old Dwarf Yaupon holly
which was originally collected by John Miller
(Dallas) and was donated by Kathy Shaner.

TTSBE Cedar Elm

voted best Deciduous Bonsai at LSBF Dallas 2017
by Joey McCoy

April 2017 TTSBE contributed a tree for the Exhibit: a large native Cedar Elm (Ulmus crassifolia)
which was collected by Dr. Bill Cody in 1989 and donated to the Exhibit in 2007. This was the first “large”
elm to be dug by Bill, and he took extensive notes on the tree, photographing and documenting it as it
changed. When Bill donated the tree, it had all the main branches set, but needed work to develop a
broadleaf deciduous feel.
I have worked on this tree since it was donated, and have had yearly supervision by Kathy Shaner,
who envisioned a spreading canopy of fine branches contrasted with the old rugged bark. Several years
ago the beautiful hand-made Sara Rayner pot was donated by Steven Hendricks, and it fit the tree
beautifully! The stand was made by Arch Hawkins and stained by Bill Cody (also donated by Bill), and the
accent and small wooden slab were on loan from Elaine White.
At the convention it was critiqued by visiting artists Bjorn Bjorholm, Juan Andrade and Daisaku
Nomoto, all artists trained in the Japanese Bonsai apprentice program. Some notes from the artists were
that they loved the old bark and branches, were impressed that all large wounds were completely healed,
and also appreciated the tree/pot combination. One suggestion was to shorten the lower left side and
lengthen the right to aid in the flow of the tree to the right.
We were all head-over-heels with joy when this tree was announced winner of Best Deciduous at the
Saturday night banquet and accepted the award. Thank you to LSBF and to the visiting artists for
recognizing the cumulative work on this tree over many years from many different hands!
More of this tree's story with photos and descriptions can be seen at our website under Bonsai Collection,
Tree# 50. www.ttsbe.org
AND
You can turn the page and see the results of much hard work.

BCI
Magazine
Lifting Turntable
Article,
1990 5

BEST DECIDUOUS BONSAI
LSBF CONVENTION
DALLAS 2017
NOW
To all lovers of the art of Bonsai, it is apparent that
keeping good records and photos of your trees
Will really show you the results of your hard work.
TTSBE does just that and you can check out the
Bonsai collection gallery. website: www.ttsbe.org
And click on the pictures and see their progression.
Thanks to May Lau for the picture history.

Klaus, Diane and Sally
learning from the
best.

Along with a great day
with Kathy Shaner, lunch
is served!

Very nice boxwood in
the collection.

Additional visitors to the seminar, photos by Joey McCoy and May Lau

2017 KATHY SHANER SEMINAR
By Ryan Odegaard

The 2017 Bonsai Seminar with Kathy Shaner was a huge success with 23 bonsai artists/participants from
around Texas participating in this 3 day event. We had bonsai artists represented from Austin, Corpus Christi, Dallas,
Fort Worth, Houston, San Antonio, and Shohin Bonsai Societies/Clubs. Each of the two specialized workshops (Wound
Management and Bring-your-own-tree) were sold out nearly immediately after accepting applications.
Friday and Saturday night’s dinners were also packed with fun as it gave participants time to talk with Kathy
outside of the bonsai workshop and time for participants to share bonsai techniques and stories from around the
state.
The Saturday/Sunday Seminar was the main attraction for this event. Kathy Shaner used participant brought
pines and junipers to teach/educate, demonstrate, and discuss various bonsai techniques and helpful hints for both
those beginning their bonsai hobby and those with more advanced experience. This seminar provided participants
with tons of information and techniques to practice using their own trees.
As the TTSBE Treasure, I am happy to announce that with this outstanding turnout, TTSBE was able to make a
profit that goes into our funding for the permanent exhibit at Zilker Botanical Gardens, in Austin TX. On behalf of all
of us on the board of directors, we thank you for your participation and donations for this grand exhibit that is taking
shape.

LONE STAR BONSAI FEDERATION
By Nan Jenkins
The Texas State Bonsai Exhibit has been recognized by the Lone Star Bonsai Federation as a sitting member
without vote, but with voice. This means that TTSBE will be able to keep LSBF informed of our progress toward
opening the exhibit, and TTSBE will be updated on events and plans by LSBF. We hope that this recognition by
the state organization will give us more gravitas with the clubs and their members in the Federation as well as
increasing communication between the two statewide organizations. Ryan Odegaard will be the representative
for LSBF from TTSBE with Nan Jenkins, the representative from Austin Bonsai Society, acting as his assistant
representative.

SUPPORTER
$25—$100
Wanda Allen
John Allison
Marion Alsup
Kathleen Angel
Brandon Baldauf*
Scott Barboza
Judy & George Boudreoux
Emily & Michael Boudreoux
Roff Canolas*
Ruby Chiang
Diane & Klaus Collingsworth*
Sally Cotter*
Charlotte & Lawrence
Cranberg
Cecelia Cervantes
Rosanna Cromwell
Susan & David Duschatko
Larry Elder
Sandra Erickson
Nancy Waters-Gordon
Angelina Hewes
Harriet S. Houston
Martha and Donald Huffman
Pat & Charles Jackson
Kristen & Kevin Johnson
Larry Leone
Leydana Matthews*
Michael McClusky
Katheryn & Jerry McCoy
Virginia McPhail
John Miller
Nancy & Bill Moore
Nelda A Moore
Helen & Carl Morimoto
Thekla Morris, (Cdr. ret)
Pauline Muth
Roy Nagatoshi
David Olguin
Don Pearson
Michele Peek
Kim Praderas
Zacary Rabalias
Clare Santacroce*
Robert Shumway
Brandon Smith

SUPPORTER
$25—$100
Cont’d
Alan Raymond
David Reed
Del de los Santos
Mary Scott
Jim Smith
Ron Smith
Richard Smoll
Michael Solberg
Ellen Sullivan
Julianne Sullivan
Richard Trevino
Ed Trout
Joe Tseng
Eileen Urschel
Irene Valdez
Nancy Waters
Marie Beyer
Irene Britton
Cecelia Cook*
Lance Williamson
Jayne Willingham
Joan Tilley*
Ross-Claire Valdavines*
Ann Weiner*
SUSTAINER
$101 —$250
Ft. Worth Bonsai Society*
Teri Hewitt*
Timmi Kuykendall*
Scout Stormcloud Hook
Hurley Johnson
Laura Kether
Diane Librach
Diane K. Lowe
Norman Mandel
Linda May
Michael McClusky
Katheryn & Jerry McCoy
Helen & Carl Morimoto
Cheryl Owens
Kevin & Hattie Preston
Mac Robinson

SUPPORTER
$25—$100
Cont’d
Seiji Shiba, D.D.S
Trent Voight
Cathy & Alan Walker
Mike Watson
Mary Yager
Joe Yura

ANGEL
$10,000 & up
Alisan Clarke *
Elizabeth & J.R. Cody, M.D.
Andy Graham
Cindy Ince
Estate of Audrey Lanier
Family of Paul Pipitone
Kathy Shaner *
Elaine & Hal White *

SPONSOR
$251—$500
Larry Adler
George Brown
Janet & Don Campbell
H.N. Corbett D.D.S.
Lucy Galbraith
Nathan Gibson
Jerry Henderson
Quoc Hoang *
Mary & Jerry
Lauderdale
Gloria Norberg*
Ryan Odegaard *
John Pittenger
Joan B. Quersie
Barbara Ramsey
Jonathan Wood *
CONTRIBUTOR
$501—$1000
Barbara & Mike Adams
Joe Andrews
Jim Bauman*
Al Bjelland
George Brown
Lynn Haxton*
Houston Bonsai
Society
William Jacobson
Hannah Matthews
Dario Octaviano
Brenda & John Richie *
Zerita Rogers*
May & Simon Tse *
Els Ulug *
Deborah & James
Van Cleaf

Patron
$5001— $9999

STARS MARK
CURRENT
CONTRIBUTORS,
2017

Austin Bonsai Society *
Rev. Neal Hern
Sheila & Greg Setter
Charlene and Joe Trochta
Sheila & Terry Ward *
Benefactor
$1001— $5000
Bill Boytim *
Bonsai Society of Dallas
Anita Bryan
Corpus Christi Bonsai Society
Gordon Deeg
Donna & Ned Dobberfuhl *
Family of Diane & Donald Green
Janice Green
Candy & Mike Hansen *
Richard E. Hayes
Steven Hendricks *
Chris Hewitt
Marrianne Hollan, (Col. ret)
Anita & Bryce Hollingsworth
Family of Gale Holloway
Nan Jenkins *
Mary Jensen
Connie and John King *
Marty Klajnowski, (Col. ret)*
Joseph McCoy *
Collin Murphy
Pete Parker
San Antonio Bonsai Society
Paul & Dawn Tyler *
Sandra & Joe Wait
Steve White
Gail Williams

*Letter Of Understanding*
TTSBE is very thrilled to report that we now have a signed Letter of Understanding between the Austin Parks and
Recreation Department and The Texas State Bonsai Exhibit. This is a huge step forward toward establishing the
Exhibit. The primary paragraph of the letter is as follows:

The purpose of this letter is to state PARD’s [Park and Recreation Dept] intention toward with the Exhibit to display
their extensive bonsai collection, and to explore ways to make phased improvements that meet the needs of this
collection. A phased approach will be required as the ZBG [Zilker Botanical Garden] is also working to complete a
master plan. PARD will be required to review and approve any phased infrastructure improvements. These improvements, whether completed before or after the master plan, as well as operation and maintenance changes to
accommodate the collection, would need to be funded entirely by the Exhibit or their nonprofit partners. Major
Infrastructure improvements within the bonsai Exhibit area must come as recommendations from the creation of an
overarching Zilker Botanical Garden Master Plan.
This allows us to actually do blueprints and make a budget for all the details of our first building and display area.
They are being very gracious in letting us begin our project before the master plan is finished. Our hope is that
within the coming year we will be able to build and put into use the glass-enclosed horticultural, educational and
work building.
The new director of the parks department and the Zilker Garden Manager are both new to Austin and PARD. They
are very excited about what we are doing and are working to make it happen as quickly as possible. They have
requested that we expand our pilot project putting in a number of new exhibit trees in our area of the Garden. So
we have asked our volunteer who builds the stands to build more so that we can meet their request.

The task is before us and now we very much need your donations. We must show them that we have all
the funds to put this exhibit together prior to getting their permission to build. If you have been waiting to see
if we can complete this project, now is the time to send in your donation. Please do so ASAP. Ryan
Odegaard in San Antonio, our treasurer, will be very happy to receive your check. Thank you!
The Texas State Bonsai Exhibit, Inc., /TTSBE Treasurer, Ryan Odegaard, 25515 Stormy Rock, San Antonio, TX 78255
Or visit the website donation page:
www.ttsbe.org

The Texas State Bonsai Exhibit, Inc.
WALK THE PATH...

...WITH ME!!!

Make checks payable to:/Send donation to:
The Texas State Bonsai Exhibit, Inc., /TTSBE Treasurer, Ryan Odegaard, 25515 Stormy Rock, San Antonio, TX 78255
Or visit the website donation page:
www.ttsbe.org

[ ]
Name_______________________________________________________
Address_____________________________________________________
City ____________________________State _________Zip___________
Phone or Mobil#_____________________________________________
E-mail______________________________________________________

[ ]

I wish to pledge

TO
THE BUILDING THE EXHIBIT
FOR THE STATE OF TEXAS
AND THE REGION
THE FUTURE IS NOW!!
THANKS SO MUCH FOR YOUR
SUPPORT!!!

$25 ANNUAL membership: access to special events
(Supporter & voting member)

[ ] $10 A MONTH sustaining member
[ ] $5001 Patron [ ] $1001 Benefactor [ ] $500 Contributor
NAME ON CARD______________________________________________________
CARD TYPE:____________#_____________________________________________
EXP: Month_____________Year___________
Signature __________________________________________Date______________

The Texas State Bonsai Exhibit is a nonprofit 501(c)3 organization, your donations
may be tax-deductible.

